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ABSTRACT
This paper presents acoustic observations of Brazilian Portuguese
rhotics in the speech of two male subjects, who exhibit an
alveolar trill along with other variants of /r/ in word-initial
position. Spectrographic analysis reveals that, rather than
alternating from one sound category to another, such weakened
variants of the alveolar trill may or may not be categorically
distinct from it. Both kinds of variation seem to be prosodically
conditioned, since trill-like segments usually occur adjacent to
strong prosodic boundaries, while “weakened” segments such as
taps and spirantized trills usually occur adjacent to weak prosodic
boundaries. These findings suggest that dichotomies such as “
categorical = symbolic” and “gradient = dynamic” are
conceptually misguided, inasmuch as dynamically related
processes may or may not lead to acoustic discontinuity, thus
giving rise to categorically distinct or continuously varying
allophones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Brazilian Portuguese (BP) rhotics show a great range of possible
pronunciations, as attested by variationist studies [1,2]. In word
initial position, for instance, /r/ can be pronounced in, at least,
three different ways: as an alveolar  trill [r], as a velar fricative
[X] or  as a glottal fricative [h, ˙]. According to such studies, this
variation is due mainly to extralinguistic factors such as age and
regional dialect. In fact, the age variation reflects a historical
change in place and manner of articulation: trills tend to be
replaced by fricative variants which are also often further back
[1]. The historical change can be summarized as follows: [r] >
[X] > [h, ˙]. Variationist studies also reveal that it is possible to
find more than one pronunciation of /r/ in word initial position in
the same dialect.

Trying to explain the existence of many possible
pronunciations of /r/ in the same dialect, traditional phonology
[3,4] treats this process as a case of allophonic variation: the
underlying phoneme /r/, occurring in word initial position, can be
phonetically implemented as [r], [X] or [h, ˙]1. The basic
assumption is that variation in the pronunciation of /r/ is symbolic
in nature, since it involves different sound categories.

However, acoustic data from two male speakers of BP who
alternate [r] with other variants in word initial position suggest
that such variation involves either a shortening or a relaxation of
the trill gesture, producing, respectively, a tap or a continuously
spirantized trill. Both cases are conditioned by the same factors:
by manipulating the strength of the boundary preceding /r/, we
have found that “hyperarticulated” trills - see [5] - tend to occur
adjacent to strong boundaries, while  “hypoarticulated” trills tend
to occur adjacent to weak boundaries. These findings support the
view [6,7,8] that most - perhaps all - productive allophony, be it
categorical or gradient, can be explained in dynamic terms, since

they are readily rationalized by the assumption that variation of
certain dynamic parameters may imply a shift from one dynamic
state to another, while variation of other dynamic parameters may
give rise to continua such as that of frication noise in spirantized
trills.

In the following sections, we present acoustic measurements
on BP rhotics so as to shed light on this question.

2. ACOUSTICAL EXPERIMENT
2.1. Subjects
As the alveolar trill [r] is the most conservative variant of BP /r/,
focusing on it might help understand the phonetic mechanisms
involved in the historical changes mentioned above. So, we have
decided to record subjects that still have trills, but present other,
innovative variants often enough. This is the case with JLM and
AJS, who are both faculty at Federal University of Paraná
(UFPR), the first born in Curitiba (PR), and the second in Três
Arroios (RS). Both cities are located in Southern Brazil, which is
linguistically more conservative than other regions with regard to
this linguistic variable. The subjects are both over 40 years old,
which also favors the occurrence of [r].

Four repetitions of a corpus consisting of 16 short dialogues
were recorded in random order for each subject in a sound-treated
chamber at UNIVIDEO (UFPR). The data were digitized and
analyzed with CSL4300, at Laboratório de Fonética Acústica e
Psicolingüística Experimental (LAFAPE/IEL/UNICAMP).

2.2. Experimental corpus.
The corpus consists of eight “prosodic minimal pairs”2 inserted in
mini-dialogues which were read by the subjects. Inside each
prosodic minimal pair constituting the VP of the sentences,  there
is a “noun + adjective” string, where a trisyllabic adjective begins
with /r/.  In the example below, the “prosodic minimal pairs” are
in bold and the “noun + adjective” string is underlined.

A.1 - Aquela funcionária da biblioteca te atendeu mal?
B.1 - Eu não achei a funcionária ríspida. Ela até que foi bem
delicada comigo.
A.2 - Você achou as duas funcionárias que você tava procurando?
B.2 - Eu não achei a funcionária ríspida. Só a funcionária
delicada fica lá na hora do almoço.3

An approximate translation for these dialogues is:
A.1 – Did the clerk mistreat you?
B.1 –  I don’t consider the clerk rude. In fact, she was very kind to
me.
A.2 – Did you find the two clerks you were looking for?
B.2 – I didn’t find the rude clerk. Only the kind one is there
during lunchtime.
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The prosodic minimal pairs (B.1) and (B.2) are identical in
their lexical and segmental structure. Nevertheless, they differ in
their syntactic structure, so that in (B.1) the noun “funcionária”
does not c-command the adjective “ríspida”. Thus the adjective
constitutes a small clause in the VP. On the other hand, in (B.2),
the noun “funcionária” c-commands the adjective “ríspida”. In
this case, the string “noun + adjective” constitutes an NP inside
the VP.
The underlying assumption in this experimental design follows
[9] in positing syntactic conditioning of the prosodic structure, so
that the c-command relationship precludes a phonological
constituent boundary between the constituents it links. Absence
of c-command, in turn, causes the emergence of a phonological
boundary. If – as argued in [9] – different syntactic relationships
generate distinct prosodic structures, and if, in addition, there is a
relationship between boundary strength and segment
pronunciation variation, then the following hypothesis is worth
investigating: in sentences like (B.1), where the adjective is a
small clause, and consequently, where there is a phonological
constituent boundary, “hyperarticulated” segments are expected
to emerge. On the other hand, “hypoarticulated” segments are
expected to occur in sentences like (B.2), where the syntactic
relationship does not allow a phonological constituent boundary.
By “hyperarticulated” segments we mean those requiring more
articulatory effort to be produced. In this case, they correspond to
trill-like segments. “Hypoarticulated” segments are, in turn, those
corresponding to “weakened versions” of the trill, i.e., taps and
fricative-like segments.

In order to avoid intonational biases, both words in the
strings have the lexical stress on the same syllable and the word
preceding /r/ always ends in /a/. Only the vowel that follows /r/
alternates among the five most frequent BP oral vowels, namely,
/i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/3.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Spectrographic analysis
Spectrographic analysis of the data reveals that both subjects
alternate alveolar trills with other /r/ sounds, characterizing a
weakening of [r], or its hypoarticulation. Nevertheless, variation
does not occur in the same way in their speech. So, AJS
alternates alveolar trills with alveolar taps, while JLM alternates
alveolar trills with velar fricatives or spirantized trills.

 
Figure 1. Alveolar trill [r]  (window C) vs. tap [R]  in AJS’ speech

for the string “camisa rasgada”, between vertical solid lines.

(Figure 1) shows the variation in the pronunciation of /r/ in
the speech of AJS for the string “camisa rasgada”. It is possible

to recognize in window C – top of the figure – a typical alveolar
trill, characterized by clearly distinct moments: blank spaces – or
oral closures, as described in [10,11] – alternate with very short
vowel-like portions, the oral openings. Roughly speaking, oral
closures stand for the moments when the tongue tip touches the
alveolar ridge and disturbs voicing, and the oral openings stand
for the moments when modal voice is resumed. Oral closures
precede oral openings and this pattern generally gets repeated
three times. The spectrogram at the bottom of (Figure 1), in turn,
illustrates a tap, characterized by a single oral closure followed by
an oral opening. So, the difference between these two sounds lies
in the repetitions of the pattern “oral closure + oral opening”4.

Figure 2a. Trill (window C) vs. “spirantized trill” in JLM’s speech
for the string “flor ridícula”.

Figure 2b. Fricative (window C) vs. “spirantized trill” in JLM’s
speech for another repetition of the string “flor ridícula”.

(Figures 2a, b), in turn, illustrate the continuum in the
variation of /r/ pronunciation in string “flor ridícula” in the speech
of JLM: it is possible to recognize in the figures a typical trill
(window C in Figure 2a), as well as a typical fricative (window C
in Figure 2b). On the other hand, the subject also produces
“spirantized trills”, as shown in windows (d) in both figures. This
instantiates the trill/fricative alternation in JLM’s data. But see
(Figure 3) below:
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Figure 3. Trill (window C) vs. “spirantized trill” in JLM’s speech
for the string “funcionária ríspida”, between vertical solid lines.

(Figure 3) illustrates the string “funcionária ríspida” in the
speech of JLM. In this case, a typical alveolar trill - at the top of
the figure - alternates with a “spirantized trill”. In fact, this is an
intermediate sound between a trill and a fricative, presenting
discontinuities similar to oral closures and openings with high
frequency noise superimposed. It is worth noting that this subject
also presents different types of fricative-like segments alternating
among themselves. In such cases, what usually happens is that
the segments exhibiting less fricative noise – the more “trill-like”
and thus “ hyperarticulated” – alternate with segments exhibiting
more fricative noise. This also instantiates /r/ weakening, since
the frication noise originates in a relaxation of the oral closure
constriction. It should be emphasized that we are not dealing with
different sound categories, i.e., trills alternating with fricatives.
On the contrary, the variation extends throughout a physical
continuum, since it involves sounds presenting different degrees
of frication noise. In other words, in the speech of JLM it is
possible to find segments with less frication noise – more similar
to trills – and segments containing more frication noise – thus
similar to fricatives proper.

Spectrographic analysis also suggests that the
hypoarticulated variants usually occur in sentences where the
adjective beginning with /r/ is part or the NP inside the VP. The
hyperarticulated variants, in turn, usually occur in the sentences
where the adjective is a small clause. This fact is coherent with
the hypothesized relation between phonological constituent
boundary strength – that is assumed to be syntactically
determined – and the choice of the rhotic variant in BP.

2.3.2. Acoustic measurements
As a first step to inquire into the prosodic conditioning of rhotic
choice, the duration of each acoustic event in each prosodic
minimal pair has been measured, and the relative duration of each
such event has been calculated. (Table 1) shows the percentage of
the data in which the relative duration of relevant segments was
higher for each prosodic category of the minimal pair. The
segments considered most relevant were /r/ itself, the stressed
vowel in the adjective begun by /r/, and the stressless vowel
preceding /r/, which, as mentioned, was held constant as /a/.

AJS JLM
SC NP = SC NP =

/r/ duration 53 6 41 37.5 41 22
Stressed

vowel in the
adjective

31 41 16 34 44 6

/a/
preceding /r/

25 31 37.5 16 37 16

Table 1. Percentage of sentences where relative duration of
acoustic events is greater in the given prosodic category.

In (Table 1) above, SC stands for sentences where the
adjective constitutes a small clause, giving rise to a phonological
constituent boundary; NP stands for sentences where the adjective
is part of the NP and precludes phonological boundaries; and =
stands for the cases in which /r/ duration was the same in both
sentences of the pair, independently of the syntactic relationship
involved. Although all segment durations in the utterances have
been measured, (Table 1) only reports the results concerning
segments adjacent to /r/.

This table corroborates the hypothesis of the existence of
prosodic influence on the nature of the rhotic variants. As shown
by the first row, the percentage of sentences in which /r/ has the
same duration in the two sentences of the prosodic minimal pairs
is lower than the percentage of sentences in which /r/ has different
duration - 59% for AJS and 78% for JLM. If no such influence
existed, equal values would be expected to exceed different values
for relative /r/ duration. Moreover, in AJS’ data there is a general
tendency for /r/ to be longer in sentences in which the adjective is
a small clause – or, put in another way, in sentences in which /r/
precedes a phonological constituent boundary. For JLM, in turn,
/r/ tends to be longer in sentences in which the adjective is part of
the NP, thus in sentences where /r/ does not precede a
phonological constituent boundary.

It is possible to say that in AJS’ data trills occur mainly
preceding phonological boundaries; on the other hand, taps occur
in sentences with no phonological boundaries. A t-test was run in
order to check whether the difference in /r/ duration between these
two sentence types was significant. Significance was indeed
found: P (T<=t) 0,004686, a result which supports our hypothesis.

A t-test was also run for JLM’s data, but the result was not
significant. This is expected if weakening is, in this case, due not
to shortening, but to relaxation of the rhotic gesture. Thus, an
accurate description of JLM’s data requires quantifying the
fricative noise generated by the lax closure. We are currently in
the process of developing tools for this purpose.

Turning now to the values of relative duration of stressed
vowels following /r/, we notice that vowels behave similarly in
the speech of both subjects, their relative duration being greater in
data where the adjective precedes no phonological constituent
boundary. Finally, the relative duration of /a/ preceding /r/ is the
same in both kinds of sentences for speaker AJS. Speaker JLM,
on the other hand, exhibits greater relative duration for /a/ in
sentences where the adjective is part of the NP.

Comparing the values of the three parameters in the speech
of each subject separately, we notice that for JLM the duration of
/r/, as well as the duration of the stressed vowel in the adjective
and the duration of /a/ preceding /r/ are greater when the adjective
beginning with the rhotic does not precede a phonological
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constituent boundary. This finding, then, suggests that the nature
of the durational differences in JLM’s data is rhythmic. But such
a rhythmic effect is quite local, i.e., it does not result from
lengthening of the entire utterance. Only stressed vowels or
segments in the same stress domain are lengthened.

AJS’ data, in turn, show another pattern: there is no relation
between the duration of /r/ and the duration of the stressed vowel
in the adjective or the duration or /a/ preceding the rhotic. In fact,
as mentioned earlier, while the relative duration of /r/ is more
frequently greater in adjectives that constitute small clauses, the
relative duration of the stressed vowel is greater in adjectives
constituting the NP inside the VP, with the relative duration of /a/
tending to be the same for the majority of sentence pairs. These
results, then, suggest that AJS’s duration differences are not
related to stress but to the presence or absence of a phonological
constituent boundary.

3.  SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Although these data are not conclusive, they address two
interesting issues: the dynamical nature of speech and the
prosodic conditioning of the variation in rhotic pronunciation.
As mentioned in the Introduction, BP rhotics are said to present a
great range of possible pronunciations in word-initial position,
which characterizes a process traditionally treated as “allophonic
variation”. Data from AJS and JLM confirm the existence of an
extensive variation in /r/ pronunciation, but they suggest that this
variation is neither random nor always categorical – as
traditionally believed. On the contrary, they point to the existence
of both categorical and gradient processes in this realm.
Spectrographic analysis show that JLM alternates “trill-like”
segments with “fricative-like” ones, i.e., it is possible to find in
these data segments presenting a typical acoustic structure of a
trill, with oral closures and openings, but it is equally possible to
find segments in which that structure is superimposed by
frication noise. Phonological boundary strength seems to be the
main factor conditioning the amount of frication noise in such
cases. The variable affected by phonological constituent
boundary strength in AJS’s data is, in turn, /r/ duration: as
attested by statistical analysis, /r/ is generally longer adjacent to
phonological constituent boundaries. Because of the intrinsic
duration of trills and taps, it is possible to assert that in this case
hyperarticulated segments occur adjacent to strong phonological
constituent boundary and hypoarticulated ones occur adjacent to
weak phonological boundaries.

These two findings – the possibility of a physical continuum
emerging in the variation of /r/ pronunciation and the prosodic
conditioning of both the categorical and the gradient variants call
into question the view that categories correspond to static
symbols while gradients correspond to dynamic units such as
articulatory gestures [13].

The fact that the prosodic triggers of a trill/tap alternation
are the same as those of a continuous trill spirantization process
suggest that both cases should be treated in dynamic terms. The
first probably involves a shift in the damping parameter, as
suggested by Browman & Goldstein [12], while the second
probably involves a reduction of the constriction degree in the
oral closure phase of the trill gesture.
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NOTES
1 The linguistic factors underlying different implementations of the rhotic
phoneme are not well understood and are said to constitute a case of  “free
variation”.
2 We have decided to call “prosodic minimal pairs” two identical
sentences in the morpho-segmental level that contrast in the prosodic
domain.
3 Brazilian Portuguese has seven oral vowels. However, the mid ones /E/
and /ç/ were avoided in the corpus because, due to their scarceness, we
were unable construct semantically plausible dialogues with real words
containing them.
4 Acoustically, [r] tends to present a lower F2 then [R], as shown in [10] for
Catalan and also in [9] for BP.
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